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of entering later the Civil Service. The educated
Egyptian noted bitterly that Englishmen replacing
Egyptians frequently were without the technical
knowledge which would have excused their appoint-
ment. Men were posted to high commands in the
police who had no knowledge of criminal law : others
obtained places in the Ministry of Finance without
any qualification for their important duties save that
of unimpeachable honesty. If Egypt must be overrun
by Englishmen, said these critics, at least they deserved
officials who were sufficiently masters of their trade to
teach it to others. There was some ground for the
complaint. British Advisers had to find staff as best
they could, and they were not altogether to blame if
some of the chosen fell short of that standard required
by Egyptians. The narrow margin between the State
revenue and expenditure did not permit them to
offer rates of pay which would attract highly qualified
candidates to the Egyptian Service. Frequently the
second-best had to be taken, because Egypt could not
afford to pay the market price commanded by the
first-rate. This limitation to the field of selection,
undoubtedly, was a powerful argument against any
wholesale anglicization of the Egyptian Government
at that period, and actually did exercise effect upon
the process; but in these circumstances it was un-
reasonable to censure individual Englishmen for the
failure to provide Egypt with officials whose previous
career entitled them to become the instructors of
others.
Although in the first years of the present century
signs, faint but unmistakable, indicated that the rapid
transition from misrule to stable government was in-
spiring Egyptians with visions of a future wherein Great
Britain played no part, Lord Cromer did not exhibit
concern over the fact. So little, indeed, was he im-
pressed by the indications, and so profoundly convinced
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